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The encapsulation of stem cells in a hydrogel substrate provides a promising future in biomedical ap-
plications. However, communications between hydrogels and stem cells is complicated; various factors
such as porosity, different polymer types, stiffness, compatibility and degradation will lead to stem cell
survival or death. Hydrogels mimic the three-dimensional extracellular matrix to provide a friendly
environment for stem cells. On the other hand, stem cells can sense the surroundings to make the next
progression, stretching out, proliferating or just to remain. As such, understanding the correlation be-
tween stem cells and hydrogels is crucial. In this Review, we ﬁrst discuss the varying types of the
hydrogels and stem cells, which are most commonly used in the biomedical ﬁelds and further investigate
how hydrogels interact with stem cells from the perspective of their biomedical application, while
providing insights into the design and development of hydrogels for drug delivery, tissue engineering
and regenerative medicine purpose. In addition, we compare the results such as stiffness, degradation
time and pore size as well as peptide types of hydrogels from respected journals. We also discussed most
recently magniﬁcent materials and their effects to regulate stem cell fate.
© 2016 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co., Ltd.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
nc-nd/4.0/).Contents
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In the past our understanding of biomaterials was quite a
different view from the current understanding. Our views of bio-
materials where dominated by the idea of an inert, inactive and
non-viable substance for the use on living organisms. We now hold
a greater prospective on the technical aspects and characterization
of biomaterials and the need for them to interface with native tis-
sue [1]. Hydrogels are three-dimensional systems with hydrophilic
polymer chains [2] that link and have high water content [3,4].
Because of hydrogels special traits, such as modiﬁable chemical
properties, biocompatibility, elasticity, the capability to act as a
growth medium and the ability to mimic the extracellular matrix
(ECM), they have broad uses in biomedical research [5] that spans
from drug delivery [6,7] to regenerative medicine [3] to tissue en-
gineering [8] and are gaining attention due to their ability to
encapsulate cells. They are the subjects of numerous academic and
industry projects/research [9e11], they have useful characteristics
and their substrates allow for the inﬂuence of numerous variables
[12,13]. Hydrogels are often thought of in two categories, natural
and synthetic. Natural hydrogels or naturally derived hydrogels
consist of collagen, alginate, hyaluronic acid and chitosan to name a
few [14]. These are increasing used in research as they exhibit
desirable properties such as, biodegradability and therapeutic cell
interactions [6]. On the other side of the spectrum, synthetic
hydrogels may offer mechanical advantages such as strength and
better elastic properties. Some examples of synthetic hydrogels are
poly (ethylene glycol) commonly referred to as PEG, poly vinyl
alcohol (PVA) and polyacrylamide (PAM). Each type of hydrogel,
synthetic and natural, contain desirable traits and arrangements,
that make them an encapsulating biomaterial [15] and are highly
suitable, as such these combined traits are expressed in the form of
hybrid hydrogels [16]. One such example is an alginate hydrogel,
which can achieve high stiffness, one factor in the regulation of
stem cell fate [17]. These hydrogels are commonly used in tissue
regeneration and are often implemented in the form of injectable
hydrogels [18]. The uses of these biomaterials are in an attempt to
mimic native tissue [19], hence the term biomimetic hydrogel and
often follow tissue characteristics, such as elasticity [10]. A spark in
uses of hydrogels is in modiﬁable/tunable hydrogels [20] and this is
where new kinds of hydrogels comes in, one of whom is elasto-
meric hydrogels that allow favorable stress related properties [21].
Another notable type of hydrogels is the environmental responsive
hydrogel, which change to gel from external cues. One subset of this
category is thermoresponsive hydrogels, which uses temperature
as an activation of its abilities [22]. An important and main appli-
cation in hydrogels as a bioactive material is the uses and effects of
hydrogels in stem cell therapy [23]. In the ﬁeld, this is often referred
to as regulation of stem cell fate [17]. These hydrogels act as media
to allow better viability of the stem cell and help in the proliferation
[19] and retention [24] of the cells. In the span of decades of
research and achievements, the scientiﬁc community has devel-
oped numerous advanced biomaterial systems composing of
different properties and uses in clinical applications [25] for a wide
range of medical complications all throughout the health related
ﬁelds. Accomplishments can be attributed to a wide range of inter-
disciplinary work, which have set the foundation for therapeutic
strategies. The scope of this review covers the uses of hydrogels forthe regulations and use of stem cell therapies in regenerative
medicine, tissue engineering and other therapeutic applications.2. Hydrogels as a bioactive material
2.1. Natural
Many polymers used for hydrogel fabrication comes from na-
ture, including alginate, collagen, ﬁbrin, chitosan, gelatin, hyal-
uronic acid among many others. These polymers have advantages
of inherent biocompatibility, environmental sensitivity and are
abundant in source [36]. Some of the natural polymer based con-
structs contains degradation moieties such as hydrolysable ester
groups and enzyme-mediated hydrolytic amide groups. In addition,
gels made from natural polymers present natural binding sites,
which provide the interaction between cells and hydrogels. How-
ever, low stability, poor mechanical properties and rapid degrada-
tion rate are major disadvantages of the natural-based hydrogels
[44]. In this section, we discussed some of the most commonly
used natural polymers.2.1.1. Alginate
Alginate is a polysaccharide extracted from brown algae, which
is a natural anionic polymer electrolyte. It is a strictly linear
copolymer that composed of two monosaccharides of a-L-gulur-
onic acid (G) and b-D-mannuronic acid (M) respectively [26].
Because of its abundance, inexpensiveness and biocompatibility
respectively, it is featured in a number of published articles, and its
uses have been increasing in recent years [27e29]. Alginate has a
characteristic that when it interacts with divalent ions, such as
Ca2þ, Sr2þ and Ba2þ it will become a dense three-dimensional
structure called an “egg box” to improve the mechanical proper-
ties. However, it may be hard to control the degradation rate, as it is
a considerable challenge for cationic polymers. The major disad-
vantages of natural materials are poor mechanical properties as
well as cell adhesion [27]. One group developed a hybrid hydrogel
comprised with alginate and poly ethylene glycol diacrylate
(PEGDA) to achieve toughness greater than natural cartilage due to
a PEG network with a high elasticity and reversible crosslinking
qualities under deformation of alginate [30]. On the other hand,
because of the poor adhesion property of alginate-based hydrogel,
RGD sequences peptides are used to improve cell adhesion. Mooney
group successfully developed a model where GRGDY-modiﬁed
alginate hydrogel showed the cellular interaction between the
hydrogel and mouse skeletal myoblasts [26]. In addition, other
variables such as stiffness and porosity shows an effect in the cell’s
fate, his group studies stress relaxation of the alginate-based
hydrogels to regulate stem cell fate and activity. Interesting re-
sults present, that the hydrogel with faster relaxation property
accommodates better cell spreading, differentiation and prolifera-
tion than slower relaxation. As such, the stress relaxation may be
the key parameter to regulate stem cell fate for cell culture [31].
Surprisingly, the geometry of hydrogel is another signiﬁcant factor
effecting cells viability. One study founds out when using sphere
alginate based hydrogel (Diameter ¼ 1.5 mm) Fig. 1 can not only
contain great biocompatibility but also restore blood-glucose con-
trol for above 180 days [32].
Fig. 1. The geometry effects in cellular deposition and ﬁbrosis formation. a) Dark-ﬁeld phase contrast images: Increased sphere size inhibits cellular overgrowth. Scale bar, 2-
mm. b) Confocal images of retrieved spheres: DAPI (highlighting cellular nuclei), phalloidin (highlighting F-actin) and a-SMA (highlighting myoﬁbroblast cells) stained with
immunoﬂuorescence. Scale bar, 300 mm. (cee), Gene expression analysis of ﬁbrotic markers a-SMA, c) Collagen 1a1, d) Col1a1 and Collagen 1a2, e) Col1a2. f) Semiquantitative
western blot analysis. g) Plot of analyzed band intensities. Copyright, Ref. [32], 2015, Nature Publishing Group.
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Hyaluronic acid (HA), or hyaluronan, is a non-immune poly-
saccharide composing of repeating disaccharide units of a-1,4-D-
glucuronic acid (GlcUA) and b-1,3-acetyl-D-glucosamine (GlcNAc)
[33]. HA is a biocompatible, non-immunogenic non-sulfated
anionic glycosaminoglycan that is distributed throughout the body
like in connective tissues, synovial ﬂuid, organs and the extracel-
lular matrix of cartilage [34,35]. More importantly, HA is a crucial
component of the ECM and plays an essential role in wound
repairing, cell signaling, angiogenesis, matrix organizations and
morphogenesis [36,37]. However, one of the primary challenges of
HA is hyaluronidase, which causes a high degradation rate in vivo.
One approach to overcome this obstacle is conjugating synthetic
materials to improve toughness, durability and strength of HA, this
has been published in recent years [38,39]. Although the studies of
2D cell interactions with HA hydrogel has beenwildly investigated,
there were limited publications of encapsulation of cells within HA
hydrogel [40] due to HA based hydrogels lack of cell adhesion. One
research group found that differentiation of hMSCs within HA
based hydrogel only dependents on degradation-mediated cellular
traction. The results where in contradictionwith 2D substrates [41].
On the other hand, HA-catechol functionalized hydrogel via
oxidative crosslinking was invented, which had superior tissueadhesion, cell viability and reduce apoptosis [42] Fig. 2. HA is also
known as a notable material for 3D printing due to its biocom-
patibility. Recently, one study developed a special HA based
hydrogel ink technique called “Ghost writing”, which is a 3D
printing procedure that can direct the writing of guest-host
hydrogels, this is due to its reversible and non-covalent bonds.
Moreover, these HA based hydrogels consist of a self-healing
property that can be reformed after printing as well as printed
with a complex structure at high resolution [43].
2.1.3. Chitosan
Chitosan is a natural linear composition of b-(1,4)-linked D-
glucosamine and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine units, which is derived
from shrimps, crabs and insects. Different from other naturally
occurring polysaccharides, chitosan has highly basic poly-
saccharides, which contains polyoxysalt formation; chelate metal
ions as well as the ability to form ﬁlm properties. In addition, chi-
tosan has been wildly used in biomedical applications such as drug
delivery [44], tissue engineering [45] and cancer diagnosis because
of its biocompatibility, low toxicity and mechanical properties that
can be tuned to match native ECM [46]. The value of pH plays an
important role in chitosan; for instance, chitosan can only be dis-
solved in water when the pH is less than 6.2. Furthermore, gelation
Fig. 2. Analysis tissue adhesion of functionalized HA-CA hydrogel. a) Mechanism of the tissue adhesion of HA-CA hydrogel. b) Image of adhesion strength measurement of HA-CA
hydrogel to liver tissue. c) Adhesion strength of HA-CA hydrogel to rat liver tissue by using UTM. d) Average adhesion strength of HA-CA and HA-ME hydrogel to rat liver tissue.
Copyright, Ref. [42], 2015, Wiley.
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among hydrogen bonding, the hydrophobic interactions and the
interchain electrostatic interactions [47,48]. A number of chitosan-
based hydrogel studies have been published in the last decade
[23,49], especially for the injectable character [50]. However, a
major obstacle of injectable hydrogels is the gelation time, if the
gelation occurs too fast, blockage of the needlewill occur during the
injection process, if the gelation is too slow, cells, growth factors or
drugs will be lost. In spite of this, the combination of the injectable
and self-healing properties of a chitosan-based hydrogel was
developed. The hydrogel contains intrinsic healing by means of
dynamic covalent chemistry and appearing ~81% recovery healing
effect on neural development [51] Fig. 3.2.1.4. Collagen
Collagen is one of themajor components of ECM protein existing
in mammalian tissue. Collagen contains unique helix structure
where three left handed polypeptide helices intertwine together
into a right-handed triple helix, and at the ends of each helix
peptide bonds are crosslink adjacent helices [52]. As such, collagen
can be cross-linked by means of both physical and chemical
methods. Reversible hydrogels can be formed via physical cross-
linking but with poor mechanical properties. On the other hand,
the chemically formed hydrogel contains better physical properties.
Furthermore, because of its biocompatibility, biodegradable, and
highly versatile natural collagen has been wildly used as a bioma-
terial in tissue engineering [53e55]. A study shows the
metalloproteinase-7 functionalized collagen based hydrogel suc-
cessfully improved the hMSCs viability and enhanced chondrogenic
differentiation [54]. Collagen can be classiﬁed into type I, II IIIeXI,
and more details about the collagen types can be found in other
publications [56,57]. In brief, type I collagen is derived from skin
and tissues of vertebrate species and have been used in biomedical
applications due to its support with the growth and differentiation
of neurons in vitro [58,59]. An investigation took place and showed
that type I collagen based hydrogels can be covalently cross-linkedto protein patterns to stimulate interactions between the gel sur-
face and the cells [60]. Moreover, collagen I cooperates with poly-
acrylamide to create minimal matrix models of scars Fig. 4.
Interestingly, this soft heterogeneous matrix exhibits less noise cell
to cell than homogeneously stiff matrix [61].
2.1.5. Gelatin
Gelatin is the one of most essential biopolymers, which is a
soluble protein obtained by the irreversible process of partial hy-
drolysis of collagen [62], it can be derived from ﬁsh, insects and the
skin of land animals. Gelatin is a polydisperse peptide with high
molecular weight and because of its gelling and thickening char-
acteristics is a popular material for food and biomedical use [63].
Gelatin hydrogels can be formed via chemically [64] and physically
crosslinking methods [65]. Short degradation rates, poor mechan-
ical properties and lack of thermal stability are major disadvantages
of gelatin gels [66,67]. As such, one research team developed a
gelatin-based hydrogel, which combined magnetite nanoparticles
within the gelatin hydrogels that have biocompatible and ther-
moreversible properties [65] Fig. 5. Moreover, there are two study
groups [68,69] were using photo-crosslinked methods, after the
cooperation with methacrylate (GelMA) or free thiol moieties, not
only to overcome defects but also appear to be great cell adhesion
phenomenon. In addition, one group developed an interesting
platform where GelMA hydrogels can be formed at room temper-
ature with wide pH range and can contain simultaneously, drug-
laden micro-droplets and encapsulation of stem cells under phys-
iological conditions [70].
2.2. Synthetic
Different from natural polymers, the chemistry of synthetic
polymers is tunable, accordingly the physicochemical and me-
chanical properties of synthetic polymer based hydrogels can be
optimized. Additionally, diverse molecular weights, block struc-
tures and degradable linkages can lead to tunable properties
Fig. 3. Self-healing Chitosan-based hydrogel. a) Mechanisum of Self-healing Chitosan-based hydrogel. b) Mechanisum of Sodium alginate based hydrogel (without self-healing
property). c) Image of alginate and self-healing chitosan hydrogels. d) Injectable properties compared between self-healing chitosan based (can pass through a 26-gauge needle
without clogging) and alginate based hydrogel (clogging within the needle). Copyright, Ref. [51], 2015, Wiley.
Fig. 4. Collagen based minimal matrix model of scars (MMMS). Top left: MMMS matrix created by collagen I via free-radical polymerization of a polyacrylamide (PA). Top right:
Fiber bundles of embedded collagen (EC, green) in coated-collagen (CC, red) 0.3 kPa PA hydrogel. Scale bar, 100 mm. Bottom left: Conventional collagen-I matrix attachment on PA
hydrogel. Bottom right: PA hydrogel (green) with CC (red) reconstructed from confocal image stacks. Copyright Ref. [61], 2015, Nature Publishing Group.
Y.-H. Tsou et al. / Bioactive Materials 1 (2016) 39e55 43contingent on the demands of mechanical properties and degra-
dation rate [71]. Nevertheless, lack of adhesion sites, biocompati-
bility, and degradation products are some disadvantages of
synthetic based hydrogels [72]. A few typically used synthetic
based hydrogels were discussed in this review.
2.2.1. Poly acrylamide (PAM)
Poly acrylamide (PAM) based hydrogel have been wildly used in
the biomedical ﬁelds, drug delivery and biosensor ﬂuids in recent
years. Herein, the most commonly used PAM based material iscontact lenses due to its bioinert and hydrophilic properties [73,74].
The unique tunable mechanical character is the one of the crucial
factor that makes PAM stands out from other materials, the
hydrogel strength can be tuned from less than 1000 pa to several
Mpa [75]. Nevertheless, PAM contains minimum toxicity and poor
cell adhesion, which are concerns in biomedical use. The incorpo-
ration with natural materials (e.g. alginate, collagen) and conjuga-
tionwith peptides (e.g. RGD, FHRRIKA, IKVAV) becomes a necessary
element of PAM based hydrogels [76]. For instance, Sun et al.
developed a highly stretchable and tough hydrogel by integrating
Fig. 5. Gelatin corporate with magnetic nanoparticles. a) Gelatin hydrogel b) Hydrogel loaded with ferrous and ferric ions. c) Magnetic nanoparticles within the gelatin hydrogel
via in situ co-precipitation. Copyright, Ref. [65], 2014, Wiley.
Y.-H. Tsou et al. / Bioactive Materials 1 (2016) 39e5544alginate and PAM to make a hybrid hydrogel by means of ionically
and covalently crosslinked networks. The hybrid hydrogel can
stretch 20 times than initial length as well as having a fracture
toughness of nearly 9000 J/m2 [77]. In addition, poly (N-iso-
propyacrylamide) PNIPAM allows cell attachment, growth and
spread in certain conditions because of its unique temperature
response quality ~ 37 C [78e80]. On a similar note, they combined
solid materials (e.g. metals, glass and silicon) and hydrogels to
create non-porous surface materials. Classiﬁed as a high water
content hydrogel, there may arise some attention because the de-
vices will not be rigid but stretchable and ﬂexible. However, the
biggest hurdle is how to obtain adhesion between hydrogels and
solid materials. Hyunwoo et al. found out there is an over 1000 J/m2
bonding between solid materials and PAM based hydrogels by us-
ing chemical anchorage results in enormous values of intrinsic
work of adhesion as well as signiﬁcant energy dissipation of the
bulk hydrogels [16] Fig. 6. Rapid degradation property is a major
issue of injectable PAM based hydrogel, to address that, in situ, a
two step crosslinking mechanism is proposed, where ﬁrst, encap-
sulated cells within soft gel are protected from the force of injection
followed by in situ crosslinking to form a harden network in order
to extend hydrogel degradation as well as protracts cell retention
time as needed [24]. Recently, one study presents a functionalized
NIPAAM based hydrogel with thermal-responsive tunable degra-
dation and injectable properties. The NIPAAM hydrogel with a
monomer methacrylic acid could easily adjust the degradation rateFig. 6. Tough bonding of hydrogels to varied solids. a) Mechanisms of the hydrogel bondin
solid substrate and tough hydrogel. (G0: Intrinsic work of adhesion & GD: The dissipation co
solid interfaces. Copyright, Ref. [16], 2016, Nature Publishing Group.of NIPAAM based hydrogel [81].
2.2.2. Poly ethylene glycol (PEG)
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) also known as polyoxyethylene (POE)
or polyethylene oxide (PEO) is dependent on the synthesis condi-
tions and molecular weight. PEG is a synthetic material with
tremendous biocompatibility, low cost, water solubility and has
been approved by the food and drug administration (FDA) [82]. As
such, PEG plays amajor role in a number of biomedical applications,
fromwound healing to drug delivery [83e87]. However, despite its
biocompatibility, pure PEG based hydrogels or scaffolds do not
support cell adhesion and proliferation. By incorporating RGD
peptides or its derivatives into the PEG hydrogels backbone, it can
promote cell adhesion which becomes a fundamental factor of PEG
based hydrogel [88,89] Fig. 7. Under physiological conditions, PEG
based hydrogels simultaneously form by means of conjugation of
functionalized multi arm PEG (e.g. Acrylate & Maleimide) with
cysteine containing peptide sequences [90]. The mimicry of
vascularization and organs is the goal of biomaterials, 3D printing
can create an on demand structure as shown in a number of
research papers that have been published in recent years [91,92].
Herein, Alexandra group created a single “bioink method”, which is
able to produce excitable, gel phase bioinks of natural/synthetic
materials (especially PEG based hydrogels) and with cell-
compatible quality [93]. On the other hand, to avoid surgery
damage of implanted materials, noninvasive methods are needed;g to solid substrate. b) Schematic representation of chemical anchoring effects between
ntributes to the total interfacial toughness. c) Schematics of diverse types of hydrogel-
Fig. 7. In vivo studies of cell adhesion. a) Time line for in vivo activation of cell adhesion. b) Hydrogels stained for adherent inﬂammatory cells. c) The Adherent cell density of
various hydrogels formulation. Copyright, Ref. [88], 2015, Nature Publishing Group.
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biomedical ﬁeld. However, a procedure for injection into the heart
needs to be more delicate processes where the hydrogel should
remain in an aqueous state at body temperature as well as quickly
once in solution enter the tissue. The PEG-oxime system was
developed, which is capable of forming hydrogels quickly upon
injection into tissues via oxime crosslinking [39].
2.2.3. Poly vinyl alcohol (PVA)
Poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) is a hydrolysis, alcoholysis or ami-
nolysis product of poly (vinyl acetate) that contains a great
biocompatibility non-toxic ﬂexible design to hydrogel precursors
[94,95]. The water solubility of PVA depends on the degree of
polymerization and the degree of hydrolysation. To dissolve fully
hydrolyzed PVA (~98%), the water needs to be heated about
90e100 C and stirred for 2e4 h. On the other hand, the partial
hydrolyzed PVA (~87%) are easily soluble in water [96]. PVA is not
degradable in most physiological conditions; however, the incor-
porationwith hydrolytically labile ester can trigger the degradation
of polymer networks at neutral pH [97]. Different than PEG; PVA
with normally little cell adhesion properties could easily be
modiﬁed with RGD in the backbone due to multiple hydroxyl
groups [98,99]. Herein, by means of site-speciﬁc conjugation
through PVA terminal groups with RGD sequences, a peptide
hydrogel was achieved, which containsmicrostructure and surface-
adhered properties [98]. In addition, because of the nontoxicity that
PVA hydrogel have, it can be formed via crystallite formation from
freezing-thawing cycles without adding any crosslinker [100]. As
such, the use of PVA based hydrogels is a promising biomaterial in
the biomedical ﬁeld. One interesting paper used PVA based
hydrogel to investigate the substrate stiffness (1e24 kPa) for the
purpose of regulating the differentiation of cells Fig. 8. The results
demonstrated that stiffness at about 1 and 24 kPa PVA based
hydrogels promote effective neurogenesis and osteogenesis of the
cells respectively [101].3. Stem cells in tissue engineering/regeneration
Stem cells of different origin have been studied for numerous
therapeutic applications, but a major problem has been the little
cell retention rates in vivo, one notion to improve cell viability is
using biomaterials, which can be used to encapsulate cells before
transplantation [23]. When conducting research with biomaterials
like hydrogels, it is imperative to think about mechanical and ma-
terial properties of stem cells, a speciﬁc criterion one has to take
into account that is of upmost importance that bulk matrix stiffness
is an eminent keymechanical guide in stem cell differentiation [11].
Tissue engineering is mentioned frequently in these studies, when
conducting research in this ﬁeld, it is imperative to keep in mind;
tissue engineering integrates cells as well as bioactive components
in a distinct microenvironment [102,103]. It still remains difﬁcult to
identify the supportive inﬂuence of ECM factors on cell behavior
[104]. Hydrogels show some promising work and many studies and
progress is shown in engineering hydrogels to mimic the ECM.
3.1. Neural stem cells (NSC)
Neural stem/progenitor cells denoted as NSPCs, have great uses
in biomedical applications and therapies, one example is in
regenerative medicine [9,12]. Neural stem cells (NSCs) are a kind of
progenitor cell located in the nervous system with the property of
generating into both neurons and glia, they are situated in the two
adult neurogenic regions, the hippocampus and the subventricular
zone [105]. Their capabilities can potentially alleviate tissue loss
after brain injuries such as stroke or trauma [106]. As a study states,
directing their differentiation to the needed phenotype within a
deﬁned matrix is difﬁcult and with this notion in mind [9], they
created an agarose modiﬁed hydrogel and in this matrix the results
showed the ability of NSPCs to differentiate into the three primary
cell types of the central nervous system (CNS), oligodendrocytes,
astrocytes and neurons. These results established, that it is possible
Fig. 8. Mechanisms diagrams of PVA hydrogel. a) Freezing thawing method of PVA hydrogel formation. b) Formation of PVA based hydrogel with stiffness gradient. Copyright,
Ref. [101], 2015, Elsevier.
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factors. The applications of NSCs has numerous approaches and is
modiﬁed and managed differently as shown by numerous studies,
as such, one research team demonstrated that, transdifferentiation
(denoted as TD) derived induced neural stem cells (iNSCs) are a
useful therapeutic approach for brain cancer [107]. These iNSCs can
be engineered to express a tumour necrosis factor generating
ligand denoted as TRAIL and the stem cells as iNSC-sTR Fig. 9. And
the same study concludes with in vivo testing, that iNSC-sTR
treatment showed a decline in tumour growth and a shrinkage in
GBM volumes 123-fold. Another approach for regenerative medi-
cine with NSC is in neural tissue applications because of the poor
regenerative capability of neural tissue. In the research, a peptide
(IKVAV) modiﬁed hydrogel with encapsulated NSC, showed the
development in regeneration of brain tissue. The studied concluded
that the encapsulated NSCs could survive, proliferate and differ-
entiate into neuronal or glial cells in a modiﬁed Peptide hydrogel
[15].
3.2. Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSC)
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) have been extensively applied
in the ﬁeld of tissue regeneration, and MSCs derived from varying
tissues show different properties [108]. Some examples of theresearch work in MSCs span great potential for the neural appli-
cations like stem cell therapy using humanmesenchymal stem cells
(hMSCs), which is an encouraging strategy in spinal cord injury
applications Fig. 10. Noting though as with cell therapies there still
lay limitations, but biomaterials that have the ability to encapsulate
and sustain hMSCs show a reasonable approach to overcome these
limitations, possibly improving the therapy. One study showed an
agarose-carbomer based hydrogel, which aims to enhance hMSCs
(by tackling various parameters like viability and density) by
combining RGD tripeptide in order to enhance the ability of
attaching and preserving hMSCs within the hydrogel [10]. And in
the same study the biomimetic hydrogel was able to considerably
immunomodulate the pro-inﬂammatory environment as well as
increasing M2 macrophagic population. When conducting work
using MSCs, it is essential to also analyze the biological interaction
they have with the body outside of an engineering approach and
more towards a mechanism biological understanding. One such
study showed that MSCs and macrophages are central components
of the stem cell niche and work in cooperation to control blood cell
forming stem cell self-renewal. They also directly concluded that
MSCs discharge micro RNA-containing exosomes that hinder
macrophage activation [109]. This study is particularly signiﬁcant
because of the link they established with MSC survival and
macrophage function, giving way to a context for the native
Fig. 9. The Migration of iNSCs to GBM in vivo. aec) Assessing of iNSCs invading GBM, Fluorescent Imaging of the cryosections bec) Images showing the colocalization of iNSCs
(green) with invading GBMs (magenta) def) Assessing the iNSCs to far and set GBM. Copyright, Ref. [107], 2016, Nature Publishing Group.
Fig. 10. In vivo delivery from HG RGD þ ECM Proﬁle release results in injured spinal cord. a) Oriented delivery. b) Post oriented delivery showing higher staining of solution
delivered by HG RGD þ ECM. c) Epicenter distribution (around). d) Comparing to the unsealed hydrogel. Copyright, Ref. [10], 2016, Elsevier.
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these principals investigated the immune status of MSC and
concluded, the immunomodulatory properties of mesenchymal
stem/stromal cells could be used and implemented for the treat-
ment of a wide range of inﬂammatory conditions [110]. ECM factors
on hydrogels and its use in concert with MSCs is an important topic
when discussing tissue engineering, a study used gradient-patterned methacrylate hydrogels, after several days exposure,
differentiation was analyzed, and when density of ﬁbronectin as
well substrate stiffness were high, Osteogenic differentiation was
detected [104]. The same study posted an Adipose-derived stem
cell differentiation modeling, this model of stem cell differentiation
as a function of stiffness was based on a previously described
model.
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Pluripotent stem cell PSCs are derived from cells of the pre-
implantation human embryo, hence embryonic stem cells or from
somatic cells [111]. Reprogramming of somatic cells to a pluripotent
state has greatly impacted our research of PSCs, the resulting cells
are known as induced pluripotent stem cells or iPSCs [112]. Engi-
neered multicellular systems based on human embryonic stem
cells and human induced pluripotent stem cells are a widely
studied research topic and have been shown in research for the
formation vascular networks [113] Fig. 11. Human PSC is a superior
choice in therapeutic research mainly because they are normal
primary cell lines, they have an ability for unlimited self-renewal,
and they have the potential to adopt any cellular fate [112]. One
common application of PSCs is cardiac engineering [114], which
involves vasculogenesis and angiogenesis. One study showed a
chitosan (CS) based hydrogel that encapsulated ESC-ECs which are
embryonic stem cell-derived endothelial cells (ESC-ECs), and then
laden with VEGF-releasing microtubes, and when examined
showed high cell survival and minimal cytotoxicity in vitro. When
implanted into a mouse model, it induced robust cell retention,
neovascularization via vasculogenesis and angiogenesis, strong cell
retention as well as inducing recovery of blood ﬂow in ischemic
hindlimbs [23]. Another study used Peptide-modiﬁed (RGD) bio-
materials which in this case inﬂuenced cell adhesion, survival andFig. 11. Development of Fetal Liver functional tissue and non-parenchymal cells. a) H
Hepatocyte-like cells. d) Up regulation of hepatic genes between 5th and 10th day. e) Bil
maturation of liver-like phenotype. g) Albumin þ cells. h) Confocal images of 3D reconstru
Ref. [113], 2016, Nature Publishing Group.differentiation in vitro. The study also used Hyaluronan and
methylcellulose hydrogel with a platelet-derived growth factor
denoted as PDGF-A, which allowed early survival of grafted cells
[115]. While many studies emphasis is on creating structures from a
single germ layer, when conducting research one must keep in
perspective organs in vivo encompass cells from multiple germ
layers [113]. The use of embryonic/pluripotent stem cells is prom-
ising in this context because according to one study, Human
induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) are able to differentiate
in vitro to produce derivatives of the three primary germ layers
[116]. To emphasize the importance of mechanical and materials
testing while conducting research we show that in one study the
researchers used HA-Tyr hydrogels and by ﬂuctuating the con-
centrations they arranged hydrogels with different mechanical
strength while studying the self-renewal properties of hESCs. The
conclusions they observed was that both the mechanical strength
and chemical composition were substantial metrics impacting cell
proliferation and pluripotency. Their experimental data suggested
that HA-Tyr hydrogel with a compressive modulus of 350 Pa aided
the proliferation of hESCs at the pluripotent state in various
conditioned medium [117].
4. Hydrogel regulate stem cell fate
The relationship between hydrogels and stem cells is complex,epatocyte-like cells and vascular networks on the 14th day. b) Stellate-like cells. c)
e duct-like channels and fetal hepatocyte-like cells developed. f) Greater and further
ction of AAT þ hepatocyte-like cells (red) and endothelial-like cells (green). Copyright
Y.-H. Tsou et al. / Bioactive Materials 1 (2016) 39e55 49and when conducting work with stem cells and hydrogels, it is
important to understand the effects hydrogels have on stem cells
and how certain factors can impact the hydrogels ability to regulate
the stem cells fate. The connection of physical properties, as well as
chemical properties of the materials, are respected as factors
effecting stem cell fate [1]. Therefore, some aspects of hydrogels
like biodegradability, stiffness, morphology and by-products play
key roles in fate regulation and can inﬂuence stem cell differenti-
ation and proliferation. These are topics of importance when
working with hydrogels and stem cells. This section examines the
relationships between the properties of the hydrogels and stem cell
fate.4.1. Biodegradability
One of the most essential factors to evaluate the merit of ma-
terials is biodegradability and it’s been well studied in past few
years Table 1. For instance, when an implanted/injected hydrogel or
scaffold is entered into the human body, the materials will remain
inside permanently and without favorable degradation properties,
it may exhibit long-term physiological and psychological damage.
Moreover, degradation provides the space for cell stretching and
proliferation, especially for synthetic based hydrogels due to pore
size being much smaller than mammalian cells [118]. One study
used the encapsulation of neural progenitor cells (NPCs) in
alginate-based hydrogel to observe the proliferation property. They
demonstrated the modiﬁed alginate hydrogel, which contains
degradable (enzymatic) property that can signiﬁcantly stimulate
NPCs proliferation compared to alginate standard [119]. A similar
study indicates that mouse mesenchymal stem cells (mMSC) can
only spread in RGD modiﬁed HA based hydrogel with degradable
character rather than in a non-degradable matrix [120]. Different
from natural based hydrogels, synthetic hydrogels possess
controllable degradation, which may vary based on theTable 1
Stem cell studies in hydrogel subtracts.
Cell type Material Study
hMSCs Alginate Adjustable growth factor
Alginate þ PEG 3D printing
Alginate Enhance stem cell viability in imp
Alginate Cell reaction to stress relaxation
Gelatin Bone regeneration
Collagen Scar modeling




PIC Cell differentiation of gel stiffening
PEG Control of protein presentation
PEG Tissue regeneration
DexMA Cell spreading to stiffness
Chitin Tissue engineering
PEG Cellular microenvironments
Collagen Articular cartilage regeneration
Alginate Bone regeneration
mMSCs Gelatin Delivery of stem cell
Alginate þ PAAM Biocompatibility
PEG New material of PEG dendrimer
PEG Injectable scaffold
HA Spreading, migration and prolifera
hADSCs HA Tissue adhesive
PAAM Protect cell through injection
iPSCs HA Cell differentiation & viability afte
PEG Cell differentiation
PAM Stem cell self-renewal
NPCs Alginate Adjustable degradation rate
ASCs PA&PDMS Cell differentiationapplications. In one study, PEG based photodegradable hydrogel
was synthesized and showed great spreading of hMSCs [121]. PEG
based hydrogels that degrade in response to hMSCs-secreted ma-
trix metalloproteinase was also been studied [122]. Furthermore,
the hybrid photodegradable hydrogel composed of gelatin and PEG
not only appeared biocompatible and showed cell spreading but
also better physical properties [123]. Biodegradability is a key for
injectable hydrogel due to cells or drug release from the matrix
[37]. Recently, Mooney group invented a void-forming alginate
based hydrogel, in which mMSC are initially encapsulated in a
nanoporous matrix and form pores in situ after injection. This
unique technique possesses tremendous differentiation as well as
locally control mMSC mediated tissue repair in situ [124].4.2. Stiffness
Materials stiffness plays a signiﬁcant role in the regulation of
stem cell fate such as adhesion, migration and differentiation
Fig. 12. Polymer concentration and crosslinking density of the
hydrogel are essential to effect hydrogel stiffness. The range of
hydrogel stiffness can be very soft (<0.1 kPa), similar with viscous
ﬂuid or hard enough to compare with silicone (~500 kPa). The
differentiation of hMSCs seeded on the PAAM hydrogels surface
was studied and the distinguishing results appeared in matrix
stiffness from 1 to 100 kPa [125]. However, the cell adhesion of PAM
hydrogels are not directly related to its stiffness but the ECM pro-
teins [17,126]. On a similar study of hydrogel stiffness and dosing,
the inﬂuence of hMSCs fatewhile using PEG based hydrogel had the
stiffness ranging from 2 to 10 kPa, this was comparable with tissue
culture polystyrene (~3 Gpa) [127]. In addition, one study devel-
oped a PAM based hydrogel conjugate with glycosaminoglycans
(GAG)-binding peptide to study the correlation between substrate
and human embryonic stem cells (hES). The Results show only
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Fig. 12. Phenomenon of stem cell in various hydrogel stiffness. A) hMSCs seeding in Phototunable hydrogel on YAP and RUNX2 activation on soft and stiff hydrogels (2 and
10 kPa). Scale bar, 50 mm [128]. B) Adhesion of MSCs in various substrate stiffness. Scale bar, 20 mm [125]. C) Adhesion and spreading of hES cell of divers elasticity and stained for
actin ﬁlaments. Scale bars, 20 mm [127]. D) Differentiation of ASCs in different hydrogel stiffness. Scale bar, 500 mm [153]. Copyright, Ref. [128], 2012, ACS. Copyright, Ref. [125], 2006
Cell Press. Copyright, Ref. [127], 2016, Nature Publishing Group. Adapted, with permission, from Ref. [153], 2016, Nature Publishing Group.
Y.-H. Tsou et al. / Bioactive Materials 1 (2016) 39e5550pluripotency, which imply that hES cells can communicate with the
substrate through GAG engagement [128]. A three-dimensional
study of stem cell fate in hydrogel has also been conducted
[126,129], one remarkable study shows stress-stiffening-mediatedTable 2
Applications of stem cells in concert with hydrogels.
Cell type Material Study
MSCs Silk Tissue engineering with silk hydrogels
PCL A variation of pore size
PEG Injectable Biodegradable hydrogel depo
HA Functionalized hydrogel with mimetic p
NapFF-NO Nitric oxide releasing hydrogels
CS Afﬁnity peptide bone matrix, with CS hy
Agarose Biomimetic hydrogel delivers factors
PEG and CS Controlling porosity of hydrogels
PEG Evaluation of macroporous hydrogel
NSCs Agarose The Effect of growth factor on NSCs
SAP Encapsulated NSCs in SAP hydrogel
Gel-HPA Effect of injectable hydrogel on prolifera
Alginate Promotion of oriented axonal regrowth
ESCs PHEMA Polymers for ES cell use
PHEMA Templates for cardiac tissue engineering
iPSCs HA Hydrogel promotes early survival of iPS
PEG Reprogramming mouse ﬁbroblasts
ASCs HA Thermosensitive injectable HA hydrogecontrol of hMSCs differentiation in polyisocyanopeptide-based
hydrogel [11]. The conjugation of peptides with polymers can
lean on both stiffness and adhesion while regulating stem cell fate
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Fig. 13. Adhesion and migration of cells in diverse subtract. A) (a) Images of morphologies of the hydrogel scaffold prior to inserting. (b) Showing cell migration from tissues into
the hydrogel scaffold, ﬁlling up the porous substantially [134]. B) M-PEG hydrogel (matrix metalloproteinases sensitive sequence) permits cell morphology which is comparable to
natural ﬁbrin/collagen gel. The P-PEG hydrogel (plasmin-sensitive sequence) stops the dispersal of cells [118]. C) Fluorescent staining of GFP of various hydrogels 100 mm (A, D),
60 mm (B, E) and Non-pore for (C, F). AeC for 1 weeks and DeF for 3weeks, this shows the transfected cells in the hydrogels [136]. D) Micrographs of tissues with void forming
hydrogel (top), and standard hydrogel (bottom) [124]. Adapted, with permission, from Ref. [134], 2014 Elsevier. Copyright, Ref. [118], 2005 Biophysical Society. Copyright, Ref. [136],
2014, Elsevier. Copyright, Ref. [124], 2015, Nature Publishing Group.
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hydrogels conjugated with RGD sequences peptide has the stiffness
of (1e160 kPa) [129] and (10e150 kPa) [130]. Hydrogel stiffness has
a strong afﬁnity with the cell’s migration; one study demonstrated
that physical properties of the cellar environment can directly ef-
fect epithelial growth as well as guild cell migration [131]. The
similar result shows the stiffness is the majority factor of causing
NSPCs migration in chitosan-based hydrogel [132]. (More com-
parison can ﬁnd in Table 1).
4.3. Morphology
The ability to use stem cell therapies is limited by control over
fate; this can be relatively evaded by the implementation of bio-
materials with macroporous properties [124] Table 2. In the ma-
jority of scaffold materials, the porosity of the actual scaffold is
signiﬁcant in the guiding of tissue formation/function [2]. In the
ﬁeld of tissue engineering porous biomaterials are widely used and
accepted as an important factor, and the porosity of materials is an
important property in tissue engineering [133,134]. When discus-
sing the regulation of stem cell fate, physical properties of the
materials used are of the upmost importance [17,135]. One study
showed that by using special techniques like sphere-templating
fabrication, they were able to make controllable tough porous
hydrogel scaffold, which supported proliferation and adhesion of
the cell. This study compared hydrogels with their porous one and
found that For many synthetic hydrogels the toughness ranges areabout 104e105 J/m3 and the modiﬁed porous hydrogel scaffolds are
about 1.4*107 J/m3 and 1.5*106 J/m3 respectively [134]. Another
study presented that porous hydrogels showed transgene expres-
sion of mMSCs (mouse mesenchymal stem cell) [136]. The porous
properties of biomaterials are crucial in revascularization and
porous constructs have allowed vessel inﬁltrationwithout the need
for highly intensive matrix degradation [133]. One study compared
degradable PEG hydrogels and their ECM imitating ability and
determined that with the hydrogel, it allowed spindle-shaped cell
morphologies comparable to natural ﬁbrin, these studies point to a
similar notion that porosity and more generally morphology can
effect stem cell migration and ultimately stem cell fate Fig. 13. In
another study, this team used porosity in their research in the form
of a porous hydrogel for gene therapy. The study consisted of a
nanoparticle customized porous PEG hydrogel to enhance lenti-
virus delivery for the gene therapy, and they conclude that the
modiﬁed porous hydrogel was a good biomaterial, and had promise
for many medical applications and therapies [137]. A study
furthered showed the relationship between the size of pores and
vascularization in PEG hydrogels and concluded that gels with a
pore size of 25e50 mm showed cell invasion was limited to the
external surface and gels with a greater pore size (100e150 mm)
presented vascularized tissue formation [138]. As implied previ-
ously, the pore size and distribution are imperative aspects of a
hydrogel matrix [139]. Because of the importance of pore size in
tissue engineering, an investigation points out the optimized pore
sizes in regeneration and it correlates as such, (5 mm) for
Y.-H. Tsou et al. / Bioactive Materials 1 (2016) 39e5552neovascularization, (20e125 mm) for regeneration of adult
mammalian skin, (100e350 mm) for regeneration of bone and
(20 mm) for the ingrowth of hepatocytes [2]. Furthermore, in
working with CNS tissue engineering the use of a macroporous
scaffold with pores greater than 40 mm is needed [140]. Another
study presented how printing extrinsic factors onto hydrogels
helped in the regulation of stem cells fate and showed yet again the
critical importance of pore size in these hydrogels [141]. Now we
take a look from the perspective of stem cells and how stem cells
react towards these factors. One study examines how hMSCs
cooperate with hydrogels with different surface wrinkles like
lamellar and showed that the stem cells adhere to wrinkles by
changing to the pattern shape and differentiated, their conclusion
clearly showed the inﬂuence of morphology on differentiation
[142].
4.4. By product of stem cell degradation
There is an emerging idea for the regulation of stem cells, it is
degradation by-products, meaning that actual material can give
sign messages to stem cells in the form of by-products. This is
signiﬁcant because cells develop a rich amount of information from
their environment, like the materials that surround them [143].
These properties of hydrogels being responsive to the environment
are sometimes referred to as smart biomaterials, which for example
activate changes in molecular communications such as swelling
and collapsing transitions [1]. On a further note, a multitude of
smart materials have incorporated responsiveness to biological
targets [144]. One study concluded the differentiation of (hMSCs) is
guided by degradation-mediated cellular-traction, and traction,
being contingent on stem cells degrading the surroundings while
both creating focal adhesions as well as cytoskeletal constructions
[41]. An indication that degradation can inﬂuence the differentia-
tion of stem cells is the notion that various ions that are discharged
affect phenotype; also the identiﬁcation of degradable hydrogels
also helps prove this concept, another idea is the ECM’s by-product
can affect stem cells as pointed out that by-products of its degra-
dation can be shown to control cell behavior by adjusting growth
factors [17,145]. And the degradation of ECM molecules, like hyal-
uronic acid and collagen has a record of inﬂuencing cell behavior.
5. Conclusion and prospective
Hydrogels are an attractive approach to therapeutic applica-
tions, when conducting research with hydrogels there are various
factors, parameters and metrics one must take to achieve the
desired results. When using hydrogels, the choice of the base
should be made, whether or not it is natural or synthetic and the
similarities and differences should be assessed, also the use of
hybrid hydrogels and the characteristics associated must also be
studied. The modiﬁcations of the material properties of hydrogels
are crucial in biomedical applications and the properties have to be
considered especially when seeding with stem cells. The stiffness,
biodegradability and biocompatibility of the hydrogel should be
evaluated, and the hydrogel has an interaction with the environ-
ment it is placed in, while regulating the fate of stem cells. The
porosity of hydrogels should also be examined and the relation-
ships between morphology and adhesion should also be formu-
lated. One should take into perspective the possibility of poor
mechanical factors and constancy of certain networks, and while
limited, some corrections of these problems may include the uses
of peptides [146]. Conducting research with hydrogels whether the
scope is in tissue engineering or drug delivery requires interdisci-
plinary knowledge, stretching frommaterial science to biology and
chemistry. As in-depth looks of hydrogels would also encompass astudy on the host’s response to the therapy, especially when using
hydrogels seeded with stem cells. Going back to hydrogel choice, a
good measure of determining which hydrogel to use is the cellular
response; an ideal hydrogel is one that will completely degrade
while simultaneously allowing cells to proliferate with complete
compatibility to native tissue, and in this lies the challenge. As such,
future work in the biomaterials ﬁeld will consist of a more in depth
study of the material properties of the hydrogels in use to create a
“seamless” hydrogel in which it has tunable stiffness and strength,
while maintaining mimics with tissue characteristics like having
viscoelastic properties, as well as proper morphological structure.
In addition, to incorporate a deeper biological classiﬁcation, like the
effects the seeded hydrogels have on the immune system in the
host, possible cytotoxicity and other adverse effects. More impor-
tantly, a hydrogel with injectable and imaging properties that is
crucial traits in the biomedical ﬁeld due to noninvasive treatments
and real-time tracking. Overall, to combine advantages of natural
and synthetic polymers with tunable chemistry and structure,
incorporate ECM elements, designable mechanical properties and
adjustable degradation rate can lead to the “seamless” hydrogel.
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